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ABSTRACT The increasing popularity of smart vehicles and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)
has reinforced the importance of Internet connectivity. However, existing solutions (e.g., those based on
cooperative downloading via drive-thru Internet) have a number of limitations, partly due to the challenges
in selecting reliable proxy vehicles in a fast moving driving situation, and balancing between flexible data
downloading and achieving strong security. Therefore, in this paper we propose a secure, robust and flexible
cooperative downloading scheme based on our reputation based selectionmechanism and ordered signatures.
Using the reputation based selection mechanism, only vehicles with the highest expected downloading
capacities will be selected as proxy vehicles. This helps us to avoid selecting less reliable proxy vehicles.
The flexible data downloading is achieved by dividing a file into small blocks so that a proxy vehicle can
flexibly vary the file / data download, for example based on existing condition. Our scheme also achieves
strong security, in the sense that it realizes traditional authentication, privacy preservation and message
confidentiality, as well as a newly introduced security requirement (i.e., process authentication: authenticates
the order of file blocks and the order of the assisting vehicles using ordered signatures).

INDEX TERMS Vehicular ad hoc network, cooperative downloading, security, privacy, authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) can facilitate vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communi-
cations, for example in an intelligent transportation system
(ITS). The primary goal of VANET is to improve traffic
efficiency and safety [1]–[7]. However, drivers/passengers
might prefer to access the Internet on-the-move, and enjoy
online services, such as downloading of contents (e.g., video
and audio) [8]. Although cellular network can support such
Internet services on-the-move, the signal may be poor with
low coverage when the vehicle is moving at high speed in
most countries and the cost may be relatively high [9]. Also,
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cellular networks may face severe traffic overload problems
caused by excessive mobile data demands [23]. Roadside
infrastructures (also referred to as wireless Internet access
points), such as those along expressways or highways, can
also be leveraged to improve Internet access, with lower
costs. Such Internet access that is provided by the roadside
infrastructure is also referred to as drive-thru Internet in
the literature. Drive-thru Internet, generally characterized as
high-capacity, low-cost and low-coverage, is becoming more
popular [10].

Downloading of files (broadly defined to include video,
audio, and other content) is one of themost widely used appli-
cations in drive-thru Internet scenarios. According to [11],
for example, only about 10 MB data can be downloaded by
a high mobility vehicle on highway when it passes through
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a roadside infrastructure due to the low-coverage limitation
of drive-thru Internet. Further, there are generally limited
roadside infrastructures deployed along a long stretch of
highway especially at rural areas, partly due to costs (e.g.,
installation and maintenance). Therefore, it is challenging to
provide vehicles on highways with ubiquitous access to the
Internet 24/7, and this affects the quality of service (QOS)
and quality of experience (QoE) [24]. A promising method
to download large files is cooperative downloading, which
enables a file requested by a client vehicle to be down-
loaded with the help of other vehicles in the vicin-
ity (also referred to as proxy and assisting vehicles;
See Section II-A) [12]–[15]. The proxy vehicles can
help download files and the the assisting vehicles can
help forward this file. However, there are various issues
have to be addressed before cooperative downloading is
practical.

Security is one of the major concerns. In VANET,
an attacker may inject fake messages to mislead one or more
vehicles and vehicles may also behave maliciously [16]. For
instance, a malicious proxy vehicle may first accept a coop-
erative downloading request of a client vehicle, but subse-
quently refuse to help the client to download the file. Hence,
ensuring the authentication of messages in VANET is crucial.
If fake message or malicious behavior of an entity is detected,
then we need to have some form of investigation capability.
Vehicle privacy is another challenge, in the sense that vehi-
cles’ identities and location history should not be disclosed
to other entities. Finally, file downloading is usually a type
of paid service. Messages sent and received by a vehicle may
contain sensitive data (e.g., the content of the requested file
such as an electronic transaction). Hence, we have to protect
the confidentiality of a message if it contains sensitive data
as well.

In addition to security and privacy, both robustness and
flexibility are equally important features. Robustness means
that the system is reliable and not easy to be breakdown
even though there are malicious behaviours. In cooper-
ative downloading, malicious (e.g., accept a cooperative
downloading request, but does not not honestly execute the
scheme) or inactive (e.g., does not want to forward the file
blocks) vehicles in the VANET can result in communication
breakdown. Hence, this reinforces the importance of robust-
ness. The latter guarantees the reliability of a cooperative
downloading scheme even if one or several proxy/assisting
vehicles are malicious and/or inactive. Robustness of a coop-
erative downloading scheme also implies an adequate initia-
tive mechanism, where the vehicles in the system are willing
to participant in cooperative downloading tasks and honestly
execute the tasks. Flexibility implies that the downloading
capacity of each vehicle is not fixed but determined by its
own condition, such as position, speed, and network con-
dition. We remark that flexibility is an important property,
since many factors (e.g., vehicle failure, difference between
the actual driving status from the estimated one, and net-
work congestion) can influence the download capacity of a

proxy vehicle and lead to large download failure rate if we
assume the downloading capacity of a proxy vehicle is pre-
determined.

A. RELATED WORK
Cooperative downloading in VANETs was first studied
in [17]. However, this scheme as well as several later con-
structions [18]–[20] did not consider the security issues.
We note that message confidentiality in cooperative down-
loading is easy to achieve, since we just need to guaran-
tee the end-to-end security which can be easily realized by
using encryption schemes [21]–[23]. While authentication is
more challenging, particulary, if flexibility and the fact that
the file blocks downloaded by proxy vehicles have to be
forwarded to the client vehicle with the help of assistance
vehicles, have to be addressed. In fact, existing cooperative
downloading schemes assume a file is separated into large file
blocks whose sizes are pre-determined by the downloading
capacities of proxy vehicles [19], [23]. However, to realize
flexibility, unlike the existing ones, the size of a file block
should not be large, so that a proxy vehicle may determine
the number of file blocks that it may download based on its
own condition. This leaves the problem that a receiver has to
check whether the received file blocks are in order. Further,
for the later fact, it would be useful if we may learn the
order of the assisting vehicles, so that they can be rewarded
according to this order. Existing schemes [21], [22] only deal
with traditional authentication property which cannot be used
to verify the order of the file blocks and the order of the
assisting vehicles.

Several mechanisms have been introduced to enable robust
cooperative downloading which is mostly determined by
selecting reliable proxy vehicles and enabling reliable for-
warding. For the choosing of proxy vehicles, the wildly used
mechanisms are those based on reputation, credit and/or con-
tract. The reputation based one relies on keeping track of each
vehicle’s reputation value so that vehicles with low reputation
values can be excluded from the candidate lists [15], [23],
[25]–[27]. The credit based one mainly uses virtual currency
(or even e-cash) to motivate the initiativeness of vehicles and
punish the malicious behaviors of vehicles [23], [28]–[30].
The contract based one generally uses contract to restrict the
behaviors of vehicles [26], [27], [31], [32]. We note that,
to ensure efficient cooperative downloading, it is prefer to
select most reliable vehicles. That is, the vehicles with highest
downloading capacities have to be selected as proxy vehicles.
The existing mechanisms use more or less random selection
mechanism and cannot address this issue well. As to reliable
forwarding, mechanisms based on credit and/or multi-path
are generally applied [15], [23]. Our solution also employs
these two mechanisms.

B. OUR CONTRIBUTION
Existing cooperative downloading schemes face the chal-
lenges of selecting most reliable proxy vehicles, allowing
flexible data downloading and authenticating the order of the
file blocks/assistance vehicles. To deal with these challenges,
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we propose a scheme for secure, robust and flexible cooper-
ative downloading.

The proposed scheme is based on our reputation based
selection mechanism, which aims to improve the efficiency
and robustness of cooperative downloading. In our mecha-
nism, we use expected downloading capacities to evaluate
the reliability of proxy vehicles. The expected downloading
capacities of vehicles are determined by the reputation values
and the maximum downloading capacities of vehicles. The
reputation value of a vehicle is managed by a trusted authority
and reflects the activeness and honesty of the vehicle in
participating in a cooperative downloading task. If a vehicle
often involves in cooperative downloading tasks and behaves
honest, then the vehicle will have high reputation value. Else
if a vehicle behaves maliciously in cooperative download-
ing tasks, then the vehicle will be punished by reducing
its reputation value. The maximum downloading capacity
of a vehicle is related to the vehicle’s position, speed, etc.
With the reputation values and the maximum downloading
capacities of the vehicles, a client vehicle may calculate the
expected downloading capacities of the vehicles and choose
the proxy vehicles with the highest expected downloading
capacities. Based on the reputation based selection mecha-
nism, we then propose a cooperative downloading scheme for
highway VANETs.

For the security, our scheme satisfies privacy preserva-
tion, message confidentiality and (traditional) authentication.
Specifically, we introduce the notion of process authenti-
cation which authenticates the order of file blocks and the
order of the assisting vehicles, and show that our scheme also
realize process authentication. In our scheme, each vehicle is
pre-loaded a pool of short term anonymous certificates (and
the corresponding private-public key pairs). The anonymous
certificate is used to bind the reputation value and public key
with the pseudonym of a vehicle. In each new run of our
scheme, each vehicle has to use a fresh anonymous certificate.
By using this mechanism, the privacy preservation property
of our scheme is achieved. The message confidentiality is
achieved by using key agreement and symmetric encryption.
Traditional authentication is achieved by using signatures and
MACs. In particular, the new notion named process authen-
tication is proposed. Screening of signatures and ordered
multi-signatures are used to efficiently verify the order of file
blocks and the order of the assisting vehicles respectively.
If there is a malicious behavior, it can be detected by using the
process authentication. In other words, it can help the client
vehicle recover the full file and award or punish the assisting
vehicles if the process authentication is realized. To the best of
our knowledge, we address the issue of process authentication
for the first time.

The proposed scheme is robust and flexible. In our scheme,
a file is divided into relative small blocks, so that each proxy
vehicle can download flexible amount of file data based
on its own downloading capacity. The robustness of our
scheme is realized by using contract, reputation, credit and
multi-path forwarding mechanisms. When a client vehicle

launches a cooperative downloading task, it has to publish
a contract which defines how the proxy/assistance vehicles
will be awarded and punished, etc. All the candidate proxy
vehicles have to sign the contract. The client vehicle will
select the proxy vehicles using our reputation based selection
mechanism to avoid choosing low reliable vehicles. A proxy
vehicle thenmay download file blocks flexibly and deliver the
downloaded file blocks using multi-path forwarding mecha-
nism to ensure reliable forwarding. Finally, by applying the
reputation and credit mechanisms, a honest vehicle will be
rewarded by increasing its reputation value and obtaining
e-cash (credit), while a malicious vehicle will be punished by
lowing down its reputation value. Simulation shows that our
scheme has low download delay and high download success
rate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II is the background. In Section III, we introduce
our reputation based selection mechanism. Our proposal is
proposed in Section IV. Security and performance analyses
are given in Section V. In Section VI, we perform several
simulations to evaluate the efficiency of our scheme. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the system architecture and
design goals of our scheme, as well as aggregate and
multi-signature schemes.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 illustrates our system architecture, which consists of
following entities:

FIGURE 1. System architecture.

• Trusted Authority (TA): This entity is a trusted third
party, and is tasked with the generation of the system’s
master key and parameters. All the other entities in
the system must be enrolled by the TA to obtain their
certificates.

• Reputation Management Authority (RMA): This entity
is a trusted third party, and is tasked with the manage-
ment of enrolled vehicles’ reputation values.
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• Roadside units (RSUs): RSUs are located along the
roadsides, and embedded with sensory, processing, and
wireless communication modules.

• File Servers (FSs): FSs are trusted and offer various
download services (e.g., music, software and video) for
all vehicles enrolled in the system.

• Vehicles: Each vehicle is equipped with an onboard unit
(OBU). It is assumed that an OBU is a device with
sufficient computational capability and installed with
a wireless communication module, and secure storage
medium. The vehicles in our cooperative downloading
scheme are divided into client, proxy and assisting vehi-
cles [23]. A client vehicle is the initiator of a cooperative
downloading task. A file requested by the client vehicle
will be downloaded from a FS with the help of proxy
vehicles that will forward the file to the client vehicle
with the help of assisting vehicles.

B. DESIGN GOALS
Our goal is to design a secure, robust and flexible cooperative
downloading scheme for highway VANETs. The security
requirements include authentication, privacy preservation and
message confidentiality, as follows:

Authentication: All the entities in the system should be
legitimate entities. A receiver may verify whether a message
is from a legitimate entity in the system. Further, in our
scheme, a file will be separated into several file blocks and
forwarded to a client vehicle with the help of assisting vehi-
cles. It is desirable if a client may check whether the received
file blocks are in order, and if the RMA (and probably other
entities that are interested in) may learn the order of the
assisting vehicles so that it may reward the assisting vehicles
according to this order. We say that a cooperative download-
ing scheme holds process authentication if the order of the
file blocks and the order of the assisting vehicles can be
verified.

Privacy preservation: It requires that an attacker cannot
determine the true identity of a message sender and distin-
guish whether two messages in two independent executions
of the cooperative downloading scheme are from the same
sender.

Message confidentiality: Suppose a client Vi wants to
download a file fromFSSj. It requires that, with the exception
of Vi and Sj, no other entity can learn the content of the file
as well as the file name.

In addition to above requirements, this paper also aims to
address the following requirements:

Robustness: Malicious vehicles may exist in VANET. If a
malicious vehicle is selected as a proxy vehicle, this may lead
to download failure. Therefore, to ensure that a file can be
downloaded successfully, we have to choose reliable vehicles
as proxy vehicles. Further, a file will be forwarded to a client
vehicle with the help of assisting vehicles. Reliable forward-
ing mechanism has to be designed to help a client vehicle to
receive the file. We note that robustness also implies that the

vehicles in the system are willing to participate in cooperative
downloading tasks and honestly execute the tasks.

Flexibility: The downloading capacity of each vehicle is
not fixed. A vehicle may determine the amount of file data
that it can download according to its position, speed, network
condition, etc.

C. AGGREGATE SIGNATURES AND MULTI-SIGNATURES
An aggregate signature scheme [33], [34] allows n signers to
sign distinct messages while the resulting signatures can be
aggregated into a single short signature. Instead of verifying
n signatures, a verifier just needs to verify the validity of
the aggregated signature to determine whether the n signers
have truly signed the messages. This property not only sig-
nificantly reduces the signature length to be transmitted but
also greatly speeds up the signature verification procedure.
We note that if the n signatures are from the same signer,
then the scheme is referred to as screening of signatures [35].
Screening of signatures also allows the signatures to be aggre-
gated into a single signature (i.e., screened signature) and
verified in a batch.

A multi-signature scheme [36] can be viewed as a specific
aggregate signature scheme. The main difference is that,
in a multi-signature scheme, all the signers have to sign
the same message. Multi-signature schemes can be further
divided into broadcast multi-signature schemes and ordered
multi-signature schemes. The difference is that the latter
requires that the set of signers is ordered (i.e., each signer
must aggregate his/her signature into the aggregate signature
formed by all the previous signers), while the former has no
such restriction.

III. REPUTATION BASED SELECTION MECHANISM
A key problem in a cooperative downloading scheme is how
to choose proxy vehicles. This is due to the fact that the
vehicles in VANET may be dishonest, selfish or even mali-
cious. If selfish or malicious vehicles are chosen, this may
lead to low download success rate even the communication
breakdown. In order to overcome this problem, we propose a
reputation based selection mechanism.

In ourmechanism, we assume each vehicle has a reputation
valuemanaged by the RMA. The reputation value of a vehicle
is smaller than 100% and reflects the download reliability
of the vehicle. If a vehicle often involves in cooperative
downloading tasks and behaves honest, then the vehicle will
be awarded and have high reputation value. Else if a vehicle
behaves maliciously in cooperative downloading tasks, then
the vehicle will be punished by reducing the reputation value
of the vehicle.

When a client vehicle wants to choose proxy vehicles,
two factors need to be considered: the reputation value of a
candidate proxy vehicle cri (for 0 6 cri 6 100%) and max-
imum downloading capacity of the candidate proxy vehicle
omdi. The later factor can be calculated based on the current
position, driving direction and the speed of the candidate
proxy vehicle. The client vehicle may calculate the expected
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downloading capacity of the candidate proxy vehicle fi = cri ·
omdi. The client vehicle chooses K vehicles with the highest
expected downloading capacities as the proxy vehicles, which
satisfy f1 + f2 + . . . + fK > Fsize, where Fsize is the size of
downloading file and K is the minimum number of vehicles
for which this equation is hold.

IV. OUR COOPERATIVE DOWNLOADING SCHEME
In this section, we propose our concrete cooperative down-
loading scheme.

A. HIGH-LEVEL DESCRIPTION
Our scheme consists of four stages: System Setup, Enroll-
ment, Cooperative Downloading and Adjudication. Figure 2
simply shows the process of our scheme. In the first stage,
the TA generates the systemmaster key and the public system
parameters. The master key is used to issue certificates for
the entities in the systems. In the second stage, FSs and
vehicles are enrolled by the TA. Each FS/vehicle will generate
a private-public key pair and obtain a certificate issued by
the TA corresponding to the private-public key pair. In the
third stage, a client vehicle that wants to download a file may
send a download request to the corresponding FS. With the
help of nearby vehicles, it may download the file from the
FS securely. As mentioned previously, the help vehicles are
classified into proxy vehicles and assisting vehicles. Mali-
cious and/or non-cooperative vehicles may exist in our sys-
tem. The final stage shows how the vehicles (assisting and
proxy vehicles) will be rewarded or punished. The key nota-
tions are shown in Table 1.

FIGURE 2. High-level description of our scheme.

B. SYSTEM SETUP
On input a security parameter λ, the TA performs the follow-
ing steps:

TABLE 1. Key notations.

1) Select bilinear groups B = (q,G1,G2,GT ) of type 31

[37], [38], g1 ∈ G1 and g2 ∈ G2, where G1,G2,GT
are three cyclic multiplicative groups of prime order q
along with a bilinear map ê : G1 × G2 → GT that
satisfies ê(gµ1 , g

ν
2) = ê(g1, g2)µν for all µ, ν ∈ Z∗q.

2) Select the master key α ∈ Z∗q, set p1 = gα1 , p2 = gα2 .
3) Select hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → K, H2 :

{0, 1}∗→ Z∗q, H3 : {0, 1}∗→ G1.
4) Select a symmetric encryption scheme EY (.)/DY (.)

and a keyed hash HZ (.). For simplicity, we assume
EY (.)/DY (.) and HZ (.) have the same key space K.

5) Output the system parameters � = (B, g1, g2, p1, p2,
H1 ∼ H3,HZ (.), EY (.)/DY (.),K).

C. ENROLLMENT
The vehicles and FSs have to be enrolled by the TA to obtain
their (anonymous) certificates [33]. The concrete procedures
come as follows:
For a vehicle Vi, to protect the privacy of a vehicle,

the vehicle has to periodically update its private-public key
pair. A pool of short term private-public key pairs will be
pre-loaded by Vi and the corresponding anonymous certifi-
cates will issued by the TA. For the l-th private-public key
pair, Vi selects µil ∈ Z∗q as its short term private key, sets
vil = gµil2 as its short term public key. The TA also issues
a short term anonymous certificate ctVil corresponding to vil
for Vi. To generate the certificate, the TA first requests the

1In type 3 bilinear groups, G1 6= G2 and no efficiently computable
homomorphism exists between G1 and G2 in either direction [40].
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RMA for the current credit rating cri of Vi, then generates
a pseudonyme pidil and sets ctVil to be (pidil, vp, cri, vil, σil),
where σil is the signature on (pidil, vp, cri, vil) signed using α,
vp is a validity period. We note that it is not recommended to
set vp to a very high value since cri may change over time.
For an FS Si, we do not need to consider its privacy.

Assume the identity of Si is idSi . Si selects ηi ∈ Z∗q as its
private key, sets si = gηi2 as it’s public key. The TA also issues
a certificate ctSi = (idSi , vpi, si, σi) corresponding to si for Si,
where σi is the signature on (idSi , vpi, si), vpi is a validity
period.

D. COOPERATIVE DOWNLOADING
Assume the client vehicle is VI and the current corresponding
private-public pair is (µI = µIl, vI = vIl), the server is SJ
with private-public pair (ηJ , sJ ), the file to be downloaded
is F with file name FName. If F is too large, VI cannot
download the file by itself. In this case, the vehicle needs
to launch a cooperative downloading task. The Cooperative
Downloading stage consists of three protocols: Agreement,
File Downloading and Message Delivery. Fig. 3 shows the
basic ideas in this stage. The agreement protocol is mainly
used for a client vehicle to choose proxy vehicles. During the
file downloading protocol, F is downloaded by the chosen
proxy vehicles from the FS via an RSU. Each proxy vehicle
will download several file blocks of F . Finally, the proxy
vehicles forward the file blocks to the client vehicle with the
help of assisting vehicles. Next, we show the details of the
three protocols.

FIGURE 3. Basic ideas in cooperative downloading stage.

Protocol 1 (Agreement): In this protocol, VI will broadcast
a cooperative downloading request to the potential proxy
vehicles and choose proper proxy vehicles based on the
responses from the potential proxy vehicles. The protocol has
following steps:

Step 1: VI broadcasts a unique cooperative download-
ing request req = (Fsize, vp,Aux, σVI , ctVI ) to the nearby
vehicles and waits for the responses, where vp is the valid
period of the request, Aux is any additional information and
σVI = H3(Fsize, ctVI )

µI is the signature on (Fsize, vp,Aux).

Step 2: We assume that the vehicles driving at the
same direction will response this request. Each potential
proxy vehicle that wants to join the cooperative down-
loading task has to verify the validity of σVI by checking

ê(H3(Fsize, ctVI ), vI )
?
= ê(σVI , g2). If it is valid, it gener-

ates a signed response. To enable fast signature verification,
we use the aggregate signature scheme in [35] to generate
the signature in a signed response. In this case, the signatures
from different potential proxy vehicles can be aggregated into
a short aggregate signature and verified in a batch by VI .
Suppose a potential proxy vehicle that wants to join the
cooperative downloading task is VIi with private-public key
pair (µIi , vIi = g

µIi
2 ). VIi generates and broadcasts the signed

response resi = (infoi, σVIi , ctVIi ), where infoi is VIi ’s status
information (e.g., location, direction, speed, reputation value)
to VI , σVIi is the aggregatable signature on infoi under reg
which is signed by using Algorithm 1 (i.e., the signature gen-
eration algorithm of the aggregate signature scheme in [35]).

Algorithm 1 A.Sign()
Input: µIi , req, infoi.
Output:
1: Compute a = H3(req, 0), b = H3(req, 1), γIi =
H2(infoi, req).

2: Compute an aggregatable signature σVIi = aµIibµIiγIi .
3: return σVIi .

Algorithm 2 A.Verify()
Input: req, {resi = (infoi, σVIi , ctVIi )}i∈{1,...,K+x}.
Output:
1: Extract vIi from ctVIi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,K + x}.
2: Compute the aggregate signature σVp =

∏K+x
i=1 σVIi .

3: Compute a = H3(req, 0), b = H3(req, 1), γIi =
H2(infoi, req) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,K + x}.

4: Check ê(σVp , g2)
?
= ê(a,

∏K+x
i=1 vIi )ê(b,

∏K+x
i=1 v

γIi
Ii ).

5: return σVp if the above equation holds or abort.

Step 3: Once VI receives enough responses, it does the
following:

1) Select K + x proxy vehicles based on our reputation
based selection mechanism, where K is the estimated
minimal number of proxy vehicles, x is the redun-
dancy to ensure successful downloading. Without loss
of generality, we assume the chosen proxy vehicles are
VI1 , . . . ,VIK , . . . ,VIK+x .

2) Verify the validity of the signed responses from the
chosen proxy vehicles using Algorithm 2 (i.e., the sig-
nature verification algorithm of the aggregate sig-
nature scheme in [35]). req, {(infoi, ctVIi )}i∈{1,...,K+x},
σVp have to be stored by VI .

3) Generate a partially signed contract which defines the
identities of the chosen proxy vehicles, how the task
will be paid, etc. as follows:
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a) Choose θI ∈ Z∗q, compute aI = gθI2 , bI = sθIJ ,
dI = sµIJ and a session key skI = H1(ctVI ,
ctSJ , aI , bI , dI , vpI ), where vpI is a valid period.
To protect the privacy of F , the file name of F is
encrypted by computing er = EskI (FName).

b) Suppose the cooperative download task will be
paid for with e-cash ECI . Compute encrypted
e-cash ecI = EskI (ECI ). Set the contract to be
mI = (σVp ,C, idSJ , er, ecI , aI , vpI , auxI ), where
C = (ctVI0 , . . . , ctVIK+x ), ctVI0 = ctVI , auxI
is any auxiliary message. Generate a partially
signed contract conI = (mI , σ0), where σ0 is
a partial multi-signature on mI and is generated
using Algorithm 3 (i.e., the signature generation
algorithm of the multi-signature scheme in [39]).

c) conI is broadcasted (to all the proxy vehicles).
In the next step, the chosen proxy vehicles have to
sign the contract using Algorithm 3 too. If a proxy
vehicle violates the contract, it will be punished.

Algorithm 3M.Sign()
Input: mI , µIi . We set µI0 = µI .
Output:
1: Compute the partial multi-signature σi = H3(mI )µIi .
2: return σi.

Algorithm 4M.Verify()
Input: mI , (σ0, . . . , σy),C = (ctVI0 , . . . , ctVIy ).
Output:
1: Extract vIi from ctIi for i ∈ {0, . . . , y}.
2: Compute h = H3(mI ).
3: Compute the multi-signature σ̃y =

∏y
i=0 σi.

4: Check ê(σ̃y, g2)
?
= ê(h,

∏y
i=0 vIi ).

5: return σVp if above equation holds or abort.

Step 4: When VIl , l ∈ {1, . . . ,K + x} receives conI ,
it has to verify the validity of σ0 using Algorithm 4 (i.e.,
the signature verification algorithm of the multi-signature
scheme in [39]). Assume it is valid, VIl generates its par-
tial multi-signature σl on mI using Algorithm 3 and sends
(σl, ctVIl ) to VI .

Step 5: Assume VI receives y signatures from y vehicles in
{VIl }l∈{1,...,K+x} before vpI expires. Without loss of general-
ity, we assume the vehicles are VI1 , . . . ,VIy , K ≤ y ≤ K + x.
VI verifies received signatures by using Algorithm 4. If all
the signatures are valid, VI sends the fully signed contract
˜conI = (mI , σ̃y, ind) to SJ , where ind records the indexes of

the certificates (in C) corresponding to the proxy vehicles.
Step 6: When SJ receives ˜conI , it verifies the validity of

σ̃y by using Algorithm 4. If the signature is valid, it com-
putes bI = aηJI , dI = vηJI and the session key skI =
H1(ctVI , ctSJ , aI , bI , dI , vpI ), recovers FName = DskI (er) and
ECI = DskI (ecI ).

Protocol 2 (File Downloading): In this protocol, the proxy
vehicles in {VI1 , . . . ,VIy} will help VI to download F .
Assume the file F is separated into L blocks F1, . . . ,FL . L
is determined by the size of F . Assume a proxy vehicle VIl
will download the file blocks F̃l = (Fnl , . . . ,Fnl+j). VIl and
SJ run the protocol as follows:

Step 1: When VIl designated by VI passes through the
nearby RSU, it sends a down request to SJ through the RSU
as follows:

1) Choose θIl ∈ Z∗q, compute aIl = g
θIl
2 , bIl =

s
θIl
J , dI = s

µIl
J , generate a session key skIl =

H1(ctVIl , ctSJ , aIl , bIl , dIl , tpIl ), where skIl is used to
generate message authentication codes and protect the
communications between VIl and SJ .

2) Send the download request (aIl , tpIl , ctVIl ) to SJ .
Step 2: After receiving the download request, SJ does the

following:
1) Check whether ctVIl is a valid certificate in C. If it is

valid, continue.
2) Compute bIl = aηJIl , dIl = vηJIl and the session key

skIl = H1(ctVIl , ctSJ , aIl , bIl , dIl , tpIl ).

3) Choose θJl ∈ Z∗q, compute aJl = g
θJl
2 , bJl = v

θJl
I

and a session key skIJl = H1(ctVI , ctSJ , aI , aJl , bI , bJl ).
skIJl can only be calculated by SJ and the client
vehicle VI . It is used for SJ to encrypt file blocks
such that only VI may decrypt the resulting cipher-
texts. When VI receives aJl , it can compute skIJl =
H1(ctVI , ctSJ , aI , aJl , bI , bJl ), where bJl = auIJl .

Step 3: Assume u is the index of a file block, u ∈
{nl, . . . , nl + j}. SJ and VIl run an interactive protocol which
is used for VIl to download the file blocks from SJ . For
u ∈ {nl, . . . , nl + j}, SJ and VIl does the following two
sub-steps:
Sub-step 1: SJ computes the encrypted file block Tu =

EskIJl (Fu), generates a signature σJu using Algorithm 5
(i.e., the signature generation algorithm of the screening of
signatures in [35]), sends (u,Tu, σJu) to VIl .
Sub-step 2: VIl verifies the validity of σJu by invoking

Algorithm 6 (i.e., the signature verification algorithm of the
screening of signatures in [35]). If σJu is valid, VIl sends
MAC1 = HskIl (1, u,Tu, σJu) to SJ ; else sends MAC0 =

HskIl (0, u,Tu, σJu) to SJ . If MAC1 is received by SJ , it sets
u = u + 1 and goto sub-step 1; else, (u,Tu, σJu) has to be
re-downloaded by VIl .
Once VIl has received all the encrypted blocks T̃l =

(Tnl , . . . ,Tnl+j). SJ computes CJl = EskIl (aJl ) and the sig-
nature σ̄Jl = H3(T̃l, aJl , er)

ηJ , then sends (CJl, σ̄Jl) to VIl .
VIl decrypts aJl = DskIl (CJl) and has to verify the validity of

the signature by checking ê(H3(T̃l, aJl , er), sJ )
?
= ê(σ̄Jl, g2).

If the signature is valid, it generates the aggregate signature
�Il =

∏nl+j
u=nl σJu.

Protocol 3 (Message Delivery): Assume the file to be
forwarded is T = (T̃ ′1, . . . , T̃

′
K ), where VIl holds T̃ ′l =

(T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl, aJl ). VIl has to transmit T̃ ′l to the client
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Algorithm 5 S.Sign()
Input: ηJ , u ∈ {nl, . . . , nl + j},Tu, er .
Output:
1: Compute σJu = H3(u,Tu, er)ηJ .
2: return σJu.

Algorithm 6 S.Verify()
Input: (nl, u), (Tnl , . . . ,Tu), �Il =

∏u
i=nl σJi, er, ctSJ .

Output:
1: Compute fi = H3(i,Ti, er) for i ∈ {nl, . . . , u}.
2: Check ê(

∏u
i=nl fi, sJ )

?
= ê(�Il , g2).

3: return true if above equation holds or abort.

vehicle VI . Let Va0 = VIl , µa0 = µIl , ctVa0 = ctVIl ,
VaS+1 = VI ,$l = H2(T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl). The protocol runs as
follows:

Step 1: When VIl meets the next vehicle, if the vehicle
is VI , VIl sends (T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl) together with an ordered
multi-signature ϒa0 on (T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl) generated using
Algorithm 7 (i.e., the signature generation algorithm of the
ordered multi-signature scheme in [40]) to VI directly; else,
assume the assisting vehicles will be Va1 , . . . ,VaS , for 0 6
x 6 S, Vax does the following:

1) Generate an ordered multi-signature ϒax on (T̃l, nl,
j, �Il , σ̄Jl) using Algorithm 7. The ordered multi-
signature is used to proof the order of these assisting
vehicles. We note that if x 6= 0, it has to verify
the validity of the ordered multi-signature generated
by Vax−1 using Algorithm 8 (i.e., the signature verifi-
cation algorithm of the ordered multi-signature scheme
in [40]).

2) Send (T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl, ϒax ) to Vax+1 , set x = x + 1.

Step 2: Once VaS+1 receives (T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl, ϒaS ) from
VaS , it verifies the validity and order of the file blocks by using
Algorithm 6 and the validity of the ordered multi-signature
generated using Algorithm 8. If they are valid, it gener-
ates an ordered multi-signature ϒaS+1 by using Algorithm 7,
sends (ctVa1 , . . . , ctVaS , ϒaS+1 ) to VIl to inform that VaS+1 has
received (T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl).

Step 3: When VIl receives the above message from VaS+1 ,
it verifies the validity of ϒaS+1 by invoking Algorithm 8,
sends aJl to VI .

Step 4: We have to consider two cases. Case 1 (VI receives
aJl successfully): VI verifies the validity of aJl by checking

ê(H3(T̃l, aJl , er), sJ )
?
= ê(σ̄Jl, g2), calculates the session key

skIJl (using aJl ) to decrypt the encrypted file blocks, sub-
mits (ctVa1 , . . . , ctVaS , ϒaS+1 , 1) to SJ to inform SJ that it
has successfully download all the file blocks. Case 2 (aJl is
not received by VI ): VI submits (ctVa1 , . . . , ctVaS , ϒaS+1 , 0)
to SJ . In both cases, if ϒaS+1 is valid, SJ sends aJl to VI
as the confirmation message, and will reward the proxy and
assistant vehicles according to the contract. If case 2 happens,
VI may decrypt the encrypted file blocks similar to Case 1.

Algorithm 7 OM.Sign()

Input: If x = 0, the input is µax ,$l, T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl ; else
it is µax ,$l, ϒax−1 , T̃l, nl, j, �Il , σ̄Jl, (cta1 , . . . , ctax−1).

Output:
1: Do the following:

• If x = 0, select β ∈ Z∗q, set ϒa0 = (ϒa01 , ϒa02 ) =

(gβ1 , (p1g
$lµax
1 )β ).

• Else if x > 0 and OM.Verify($l, ϒax , (cta1 , . . . ,
ctax−1)) = 0, abort.

• Else, select β ∈ Z∗q, set ϒax =

(ϒβay1 , (ϒay2ϒ
$lµax
ay1 )β ), where y = x − 1.

2: return ϒax .

Algorithm 8 OM.Verify()
Input: $l, ϒax , (cta0 , . . . , ctax ).
Output:
1: Parse ϒax as (ϒax1 , ϒax2 ).
2: Extract val from ctal for l ∈ {1, . . . , x}.

3: Check ê(ϒax1 , p2(
∏
val )

$l ) ?
= ê(ϒax2 , g2).

4: return 1 if above equation holds or abort.

E. ADJUDICATION
If the protocols in the Cooperative Downloading stage are
honestly performed, then the proxy and assisting vehicles will
be rewarded according to the contract. Further, SJ will notify
the RMA to reward those proxy and assisting vehicles by
increasing their reputation values.

In our scheme, the client vehicles, proxy vehicles and
assisting vehicles may behave maliciously. They may send
fake messages to mislead other vehicles. In our scheme, all
the messages sent by the client vehicles, proxy vehicles and
assisting vehicles are signed by the senders. If a fake message
is found, a receiver may send the message-signature pair and
the corresponding anonymous certificate to the TA. The TA
may recover the identity of the signature generator according
to the anonymous certificate if the signature is valid. Then
the malicious vehicle will be punished. For instance, the
RMA may lower down the reputation value of the vehicle.

The client vehicles, proxy vehicles and assisting vehicles
may be also uncooperative. If a client vehicle is uncoop-
erative, this may directly lead to the failure of a coop-
erative downloading task. Further, the proxy vehicles and
assisting vehicles have the evidences, i.e., the file blocks
downloaded/forwarded by themselves and the correspond-
ing signatures. They may submit the evidences to the RMA
for adjudication. Then the uncooperative behaviors of the
client vehicle will be punished. Therefore, a client vehicle
is unlikely to violate the agreement in our scheme. For the
proxy vehicles, since they have to sign the contract gener-
ated by a client vehicle, if a proxy vehicle behaves unco-
operative, it will be punished according to the contract. For
instance, the RMA may lower down the reputation value
of the proxy vehicle. For the assisting vehicles, the unco-
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operative behaviors may be alleviated by using multi-path
forwarding method.

V. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we demonstrate that our scheme meets
the security and performance requirements defined
in Section II-B.

A. THE SECURITY
In our scheme, we mainly need to analyze the security of the
cooperative downloading stage which consists of three proto-
cols, i.e., agreement, file downloading and message delivery.

Obviously, our agreement protocol satisfies the authenti-
cation requirement, since every vehicular message is signed
by using a (aggregate) signature scheme. As to the file down-
loading protocol, it has three steps. For Step 1 and 2, they
are essentially authenticated key agreement protocols which
may be used to authenticate the identities of the senders.
For Step 3, the authentication requirement is guaranteed by
signatures and MACs. In particular, the screening of signa-
tures is used in this step. It not only guarantees the authen-
tication of the encrypted file blocks but also the order of
those blocks. Finally, for the message delivery protocol, it is
easy to see that all the messages are signed by the legitimate
entities. Specifically, the ordered multi-signatures are used to
prove the order of the signers and the screening of signatures
(in Step 2) are used to prove the order of the file blocks.
Hence, the cooperative downloading stage holds the authen-
tication requirement.

As to privacy preservation, this is guaranteed by using
anonymous certificates. Obviously, an attacker cannot deter-
mine the true identity of a message sender. Further, for a
vehicle, a fresh anonymous certificate will be used in each run
of our scheme. Hence, an attacker cannot distinguish whether
two messages in two independent executions of our scheme
are from the same sender.

In terms of message confidentiality, the file name of a
file is encrypted by a client vehicle using a session key.
Only the corresponding file sever can recover the session key
and decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the file name. Further,
the file is separated into several file blocks. Each file block is
encrypted using a session key negotiated by the client and the
file sever. Without the private key (and the random input) of
the client or the file sever, an attacker cannot even learn the
content of a file block. Therefore, except the client and the
file sever, any other entity cannot learn the content of the file
as well as the file name.

B. THE PERFORMANCE
In this section, we show that our scheme satisfies the perfor-
mance requirements defined in Section II-B.

The robustness of our scheme is ensured by reputa-
tion (especially our reputation based selection mechanism),
credit, contract and the multi-path forwarding methods. For
reliable proxy vehicle choosing, at first, the client vehicle
and all the proxy vehicles have to sign the contract which

restricts the behaviors of vehicles and prevent them from not
executing the agreements in our scheme. Further, according to
our reputation based selection mechanism, the vehicles with
the highest expected downloading capacities close to a client
vehicle will be selected by the client vehicle as the proxy
vehicles. This guarantees that a file can be downloaded by the
proxy vehicles with high success rate. Hence, reliable proxy
vehicle choosing is guaranteed. As to reliable forwarding,
themulti-path forwardingmethodmay be employed to enable
more reliable forwarding. This is proved by the simulations
in Section VI-D.

For initiativeness, all the proxy vehicles and assisting
vehicles will be rewarded by electronic cash (credit) if they
honestly execute our scheme. Further, the RMA will reward
their active behaviors by increasing their reputation values.
Hence, the vehicles will actively and honestly participate in
cooperative downloading tasks. In other words, our scheme
holds initiativeness.

As to flexibility, the downloading capacity of a proxy
vehicle is determined by its position and reputation value.
Obviously, the downloading capacity of a proxy vehicle is
not fixed. Hence, flexibility is realized.

VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we will evaluate our schemes from different
aspects.

A. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE
For security and performance, we compare our scheme with
other three papers [21]–[23] which are also focused on secure
cooperative downloading. An overall comparison is given
in table 2. From the comparison, we can observe that our
solution is better in security and performance. In addition to
traditional security, we also meets the process authentication,
cooperative vehicles selectionmechanisms, andmore flexible
file blocks.

We will evaluate computation overhead and compare it
with [23], which is also used aggregate signature technique
to provide security protection in Cooperative Downloading.
Since the aggregate signatures in the protocol are the main
component, for the simplicity, we evaluate the total com-
putation overhead of aggregate signature (including signing
and verification) on a 3.6 GHz machine with 2 GB-memory,
based on the MIRACL [41] and a BN curve with 128 bits
security level was chosen. Figure 4 shows the comparison
results. Then, we can find that our scheme has the lower
computational overhead.

To further evaluate our scheme, we performed several
simulations to show the efficiency of our proposal using
MIRACL, VanetMobiSim and NS-3.

B. SIMULATION SETUP
For simulations, we used a real city topology which is a part
of Washington state, USA. The map used is shown in Fig. 5.
TheNewYorkAvenue, which has sufficient length andwidth,
was selected to simulate highway. Since we simulate highway
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TABLE 2. Comparison for security and performance.

FIGURE 4. The comparison of computational overhead.

FIGURE 5. The map of the simulation scenario.

environment, the vehicles on New York Avenue are mov-
ing in the same direction. The simulations were run on a
Linux machine using an Intel Core i7-4790 at a frequency
of 3.6 GHz. A BN curve with 128 bits security level was
chosen. AES-128 was chosen as the symmetric encryption
scheme. More parameters are shown in Table 3.

The efficiency of our proposal is mainly dominated by the
Cooperative Downloading stage which contains three proto-
cols: Agreement, File Downloading and Message Delivery.
For this stage, we simulated 50 times. For each simulation,
the simulation time was 200 s. The target RSU is set on
New York Avenue. In Agreement, the reputation based selec-
tion mechanism is adopted to select the appropriate proxy
vehicles. We assume the reputation values of vehicles follow
normal distribution. Next we show the efficiency of these
protocols.

TABLE 3. More parameters.

C. EFFICIENCY OF AGREEMENT
The agreement protocol is mainly used for the client vehicle
to choose the proxy vehicles. The efficiency of this protocol is
related to the file size and the vehicle density. Fig. 6 shows the
average execution time of the protocol. Obviously, the execu-
tion time increases with the file size Fsize. This is because
more proxy vehicles are required as the file size grows.
According to our simulations, each vehicle may download
8-12 MB of data. When Fsize = 45 MB, 4-6 vehicles will
join a cooperative downloading task by using our reputa-
tion based selection mechanism. Similarly, when Fsize =
90/135/180 MB, 8-11/12-17/15-22 vehicles will become the
proxy vehicles. From the figure, one may also find that the
execution time increases with the vehicle density in generally.
This is due to the fact more vehicles will response the request
of the client vehicle.

FIGURE 6. The average execution time of agreement protocol.

D. EFFICIENCY OF FILE DOWNLOADING AND MESSAGE
DELIVERY
In this section, we first evaluate the average download delay
by using our file downloading and message delivery pro-
tocols, then we show the average download success rate
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using these two protocols. The former reflects the average
download delay for a client vehicle to receive a file requested
after the proxy vehicles are selected while the latter reflects
the success rate for delivering a packet of a file from a file
sever to a client vehicle using our protocols.

Fig. 7 and 8 show the average download delay and the
average download success rate respectively. From the figures,
it is easy to see that the average download delay is not high
and each packet can be delivered to a client vehicle with

FIGURE 7. The average download delay.

FIGURE 8. The average download success rate.

high success rate for all the conditions. When the vehicle
density grows, the average download delay decreases while
the average download success rate increases in generally. This
is because more high-quality candidate proxy vehicles can
be selected when the vehicle density grows. We note that
when the vehicle density is not high (lower than about 70),
the average download delay slightly increases while the
average download success rate decreases a little when the
vehicle density grows. This is because the probability of
choosing high-quality proxy vehicles is relatively low and
other factors (e.g., the routing protocol) have more affect
on the efficiency of the entire network. Further, it is easy
to see that if the multi-path forwarding method is applied,
the average download success rate is better than that the
average download success rate using the single path one.
However, due to network congestion, the average download
delay using multi-path forwarding method is slightly larger
than the one using single path forwarding method.

VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a scheme for reliable cooperative download-
ing in VANETs, particularly those that are along highways.
Our scheme realizes privacy preservation, message confiden-
tiality, and traditional authentication, as well as our newly
introduced process authentication property (i.e., authenticates
the order of file blocks and the order of the assisting vehi-
cles). Our scheme also satisfies robustness and flexibility,
as demonstrated in the evaluations. For example, the simula-
tion findings show that our scheme has low download delay
and high download success rate.

Future research includes trialling an implementation of the
prototype of our proposed scheme in collaboration with a
county or city government. This will allow us to evaluate its
real-world utility.
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